FLOAT POOL STAFF SCHEDULING

OPTIMIZE FLOAT POOL STAFF AVAILABILITY - FILL MORE OPEN SHIFTS
Float Pool Staff offer a valuable option for filling critical, open shifts. The challenge most Hospitals face is the balancing act of
efficiently matching an Employee’s availability to the specific requirements of multiple shift openings. A never-ending, manual
scheduling process consisting of spreadsheets, emails, and phone calls leaves staff unscheduled and shifts unfilled, leading to
Employee dissatisfaction or worse, a decrease in the quality of patient care.
As a secure cloud-hosted solution, Schedule360 supports real-time scheduling and communication with Float Pool Staff online
24/7. Managers and Schedulers have Float Pool Employee scheduling information at their fingertips and always know each
Employee’s qualifications, credentials and availability.
Schedule Float Staff Immediately - Don’t lose their hours to other Facilities.
Fill open Unit needs more quickly - Increase Fill Rates - Save Time and Money

The ONLY Scheduling Solution Designed for Automating Health
System and Multi-Facility FLOAT POOL Shift Management

The Schedule360 Advantage

Schedule360 for Float Pools allows critical-need, Float Pools shift requests to
be created directly in the system by Unit Managers or Schedulers, even if your
enterprise uses another scheduling system or a manual scheduling process. Shifts
are then instantaneously matched to qualified and available Float Pool staff,
providing transparency and automated options for filling one or multiple shifts.

»»Configures to how YOU work
»»Unlimited scalability
»»Web-based anywhere access
»»Secure cloud-hosted convenience
»»True employee self-scheduling
»»Easy to learn and use
»»Affordable monthly subscription
»»Set-up and online training included
»»24/7 Customer support

Schedule360 provides configurability (turn on/off) for the level of access by Float
Pool employees to post availability and/or self-schedule into Float Pool-only
openings. One-Click reporting for Management illustrates in detail, the Float Pool
employee scheduled for each shift. The fire drill for managing last minute Call-outs
and Cancellations can become a thing of the past.

Affordable Monthly Subscripton
Schedule360 is available at an affordable monthly subscription and includes setup,
24/7 support and online training. It is scalable to virtually any size organization. Your
Department will realize an ROI before you receive your first invoice.
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Schedule360 Delivers Time And Cost Savings
Advanced Employee Scheduling Automation Reduces the time you
spend scheduling and communicating with employees across your
organization

»» Stand-Alone or Integrated System

Schedule360 can be built as a Stand-Alone Solution to manage
Float Pool openings or the Float Pool Module can be integrated
into a Schedule360 Enterprise Scheduling system for all Hospital
Health-System Departments.

»» Enterprise Dashboard Display & Reporting

Identify and Manage all Open Shifts for Float Pool Coverage. Track
and Report Real Time Fill Rates - 24/7 Web Access from anywhere.

»» Multi-Facility Staff Sharing

Easily schedule, share and move Float Pool Staff across multiple
facilities to allocate and fill critical needs.

»» Float Pool Staff Online Access for Availability

Staff can post availability 24/7 online via Computer or Mobile Site.
Self -Scheduling into open shifts as allowed by Facility.

»» Employee Self-Scheduling

If desired, allow staff to search and accept shifts within their
qualifications online via a computer or mobile device.

»» Proactive Staff Scheduling

Integrated real-time reports allow one click management
of compliance to work targets and enable rapid schedule
management.

»» Dispatch - Last Minute Schedule Management

Enables last minute critical needs to be dispatched to all qualified
employees to ensure optimal coverage for any situation.

About Schedule360
Since 2000, Schedule 360 has been exclusively
dedicated to developing web-based employee
scheduling applications that simplify scheduling
and labor management. Our mission has always
been to deliver the most robust, easy-to-use,
flexible and affordable employee scheduling
applications using the latest Web and mobile
technologies. We have developed our
Schedule360 Employee Scheduling and Labor
Management Applications with unmatched
configurability and scalability so they can fit the
way YOU work without compromise.

»» Real-Time Communication

Allows you to instantly communicate essential information to your
employees’ e-mail, message boards and mobile devices.

Getting Started Is Easy
Because Schedule360 is a secure cloud-hosted application, there is
nothing to download or install. We assign a dedicated Schedule360
representative who works with you to understand your unique
scheduling needs, provides expert consultation and manages your
setup with our IT, training and administrative teams.

REQUEST A
DEMO TODAY
Call 877.441.5251

or email info@schedule360.com
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